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Introduction
Passageways Vendor Management Module enables you to organize vendor information and contracts,
collaborate with other staff on compliance tasks, analyze vendor costs and risks, and keep tabs on vendor
performance. This guide will show you how to configure and use this tool in your portal.

Core Vendor Management Module Concepts
There are some core concepts and terms that you should be familiar with when dealing with the Vendor
Management Module. These terms will give you a fundamental understanding of several of the terms used in the
module and how the impact the overall vendor management system in the module.

Key Items
The terms below cover the important items in the vendor management model. Each of these components are
used to manage your vendor information and manage the risk associated with those vendors

Checklist
The Checklist is a series of tasks that are associated with a Risk Classification. Each Risk Classification has
its own Checklist. The Checklist tasks are typically focused on gathering information about the vendor and
typically the more critical the Risk Classification, the larger the Checklist. The purpose of the Checklist is to
ensure that proper due diligence has been completed for the vendor.

Contracts
Vendor management allows you to enter important contracts that are associated with a vendor. These contracts
can then have notifications tied to them to alert users on when the contract is to expire so that decisions can be
made to cancel or renew the contract.

Notifications
Notifications are alerts that are sent from the Vendor Management module to users in the form of emails or webpopups. The vendor management module allows Relationship Managers to set up scheduled notifications
related to Vendor Reviews, Contracts, Checklists, Documents, or a “miscellaneous” type. These notifications
will then inform the recipients that action needs to be taken on the specified item.

Risk Assessment
The vendor management module allows for the entry of Risk Assessments. These assessments typically capture
the magnitude of the potential loss, and the probability that the loss will occur. This is often done by reviewing
key risk indicators and events such as previous losses, near-misses, and issues. From the assessment, remediation
plans and mitigation steps are developed. The Vendor Management module captures these risk mitigation steps
and allows Relationship Managers the ability to assign these steps to other users in the portal.
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Risk Classification
The Vendor Management Module allows to vendor to be
classified into different “Risk Classifications” indicating how
much business risk a particular vendor relationship has. Some
examples of risk classifications might be Critical, Moderate, or
Non-Critical. Risk Classifications can either be assigned
manually by Relationship Managers or can be determined by
answering Scorecard questions. Each risk classification also has a
Checklist associated with it.

Critical (80 – 105
pts)
Moderate (60 –
79 pts)
Non-Critical (0 –
30 pts)

Scorecard
Risk Classifications can be determined by answering a series of Scorecard questions. The answers to these
questions have a numeric weight that represents the amount of risk associated with the answer. Once the
Scorecard questions are answered the Vendor Management module totals the points of all answers and that
total then determines the Risk Classification for the vendor.

“To what extent would
loss of service disrupt
operations or customer
service?”

25 - Substantial

15 - Moderate
10 - Limited
0 - None

Vendor Categories
The vendor management module groups vendors together into different categories in order to aid in
organization and setting permissions for those vendors. Often these categories are created around the industries
that the vendors are in. For example, a software development company (Like Passageways) might be in the “IT
Software” category. Administrators can create an unlimited number of categories to organize vendors.
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Vendor Review
The vendor review is a regularly scheduled event in which the Relationship Manager or other individuals
review all aspects of the vendor and complete any due diligence. Many organizations complete the vendor review
once per year and at this time they reevaluate the risk classification, Checklist items, and contracts. The Vendor
Management Module allows you to set up a notification for when the Vendor Review should take place. See the
notifications section of this guide for more details.

Vendor Snapshot
The vendor snapshot is the central page that basic users and Relationship Managers visit to view and manage
information for an individual vendor. Each vendor has a separate snapshot that allows basic users to access
information like the vendor’s address, contact information and to see who the Relationship Managers are for
the vendor. Relationship Managers have more access to view and edit information like Contracts, Risk
Classification, and Notifications. See the “Working with the Vendor Snapshot” section for more information.

Key People
There are two main types of permissions that you will want to be familiar with for the Vendor Management
module; Category Administrators and Relationship Managers.

Category Administrators
A category administrator is a user who has full permission to create, edit and delete vendors of a given category.
For example, if a user is a category administrator for the “IT Software” category that user can create new vendors
of the “IT Software” category. Both individual users and/or Roles may be assigned as Category Administrators. A
User/Role can be an Administrator of multiple Categories.
If a Category Administrator is not also a Portal Administrator they will only see the vendors of the Category they
are an administrator of when going to the Manage Vendors Module tool.

Relationship Manager
The Relationship Manager is typically the individual who is responsible for maintenance of a relationship with
a vendor. A user assigned as a relationships manager to a vendor gains full edit permissions for that vendor and
as thus gains the ability to add contracts, set up notifications, complete Checklist items, modify risk
classification, and edit any other vendor information. Both individual users and/or Roles may be assigned as
Relationship Managers. A User/Role can be a Relationship Manager for multiple Vendors.
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Islands
The vendor management module has two islands that can be added to workgroup pages: the Browse Vendors
and My Vendors islands.

Browse Vendors
The Browse Vendors Island allows any user to view all of the vendors within the Vendor Management Module.
Users can only access basic vendor information from this island unless they are a Relationship Manager or
have been given permission to access additional vendor information (see the Managing Permissions section for
more details). This island is often used as a central location where all users can quickly and easily find basic
vendor information. See the “Working with the Browse Vendors Island” for more details.

My Vendors
When a user views the My Vendors Island they will see information pertaining only to the vendors for which
they are a Relationship Manager or have been assigned Risk Mitigation steps. The island provides easy access
to information such as Checklist status, Important Dates, and Risk Classifications. See the “Working with the
My Vendors Island” section for more details.
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Recommended Implementation Steps
You can roll out the Vendor Management Module in several different ways and each organization has their own
take on implementing a new tool. We have provided some basic steps that you can follow to help roll out this
module.
Step 1: Set Module Properties
Your first step in implementing the vendor management is to go to the Module Properties and set the
ScorecardEnabled module property. This module property should be set to “true” if your organization plans on
using the built-in Scorecard questions to determine the risk classifications of your vendors.
Step 2: Determine and Build Risk Classifications
Next you will want to plan out and then create your Risk classifications. See the Managing Risk Classifications
section of this guide for more details.
Step 3: Determine and Build Scorecard (optional)
You will then want to create the Scorecard questions, answers and point assignments. See the Managing
Scorecard Templates section of this guide for more details. This only applies if using Scorecards.
Step 4: Determine and Build Vendor Categories
In the fourth step you will want to think about the categories you will want to place your vendors in. These are
often divided by industry but can be any format that works for your organization. At this point you will also want
to think about which users/roles will be Category Administrators. Go to the Managing Vendor Categories
section of this guide for more details.
Step 5: Determine and Build Additional Vendor Custom Fields
In this optional step, you can create custom vendor profile fields to capture additional data about your vendors.
See the Managing Vendor Fields section of this guide for more details.
Step 6: Create Vendors
In this step you will either manually enter your vendors or upload vendor information using the template
provided. See the Managing Vendors section of this guide for more details on creating vendors.
Step 7: Determine and Assign Relationship Managers and other Permissions
The seventh recommended step to assign Relationship Managers to the vendors that have been
created/uploaded in step 6. In addition, other users can be given access to specific individual permissions if
desired. See the Managing Relationship Managers and the Managing Permissions sections of this guide for
more details.
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Step 8: Populate Vendor Snapshot Details
In this step administrators or Relationship Managers can populate remaining details for the vendors that they
have access to. This can be completed by accessing the Vendor Snapshot from the My Vendors Island or
directly through the Manage Vendors module tool. The following sub steps break down to population of each
relevant section of the Vendor Snapshot. See the Working with the Vendor Snapshot section of this guide for
more details
Sub-Step 8a: Company Information & Vendor Contacts
Ensure that Company Information is completely entered for the vendor. Also populate any vendor
contact information in the Vendor Contacts section of the snapshot.
Sub-Step 8b: Enter Documents
Enter any documents related to the vendor here. Contracts, financials, catalogues or any other document
can be uploaded.
Sub-Step 8c: Enter Contracts
Enter in all current contracts for the vendor. If you have uploaded contracts in Sub-step 8b you will be
able to access them in when creating contracts. Ensure all dates are correctly entered.
Sub-Step 8d: Enter Notifications
Create notifications for all contracts and for the vendor review.
Step 9: Assign Risk Classifications
The last step is when an administrator or Relationship Manager determines the risk classification for the
vendors. This is done by either manually assigning the classification or by answering the Scorecard questions if
the Scorecard option has been enabled. See the Working with the Vendor Snapshot: Risk Classification
section of this guide for more details.
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Working with the Vendor Snapshot
The vendor snapshot is the central page that basic users and Relationship Managers visit to view and manage
information for an individual vendor. You can access the snapshot multiple ways. These include, clicking on a
vendor from the Browse Vendors Island, My Vendors Island, or from the Manage Vendors Module tool. The
Vendor Snapshot is broken up into four primary sections; Risk Classification, Change History, General
Information, and Relationship items.
Risk Classification

Change History

General Information

Relationship Items
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Change History
This button takes you to a record of changes made to the vendor for auditing purposes. This list can be exported
to a .CSV file for easy manipulation.

Export to CSV

Risk Classification
This section of the snapshot shows which risk classification the vendor falls under. Also, if you are a
Relationship Manager (or a user granted permission) for the vendor you can edit the Risk classification by
clicking the link. Note: if you are using Scorecards to assign for your vendor classifications you will be asked to
answer the Scorecard questions when changing the risk classification.
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General Information
This section of the snapshot is where you can find general information about the vendor such as contact
information, addresses, Relationship Managers and additional vendor profile information. If you are a
Relationship Manager (or a user granted permission) for the vendor you can edit this information right from
the snapshot.

Relationship Items
This section of the snapshot is only visible to Relationship Managers and users given permission to the access
some or all of these items. The items found in this section are used to manage several important components of
the vendor.
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Checklist
The Checklist tab shows the progress of the Checklist based on the Vendor’s risk classification. From this tab
you can update Checklist items and view archived Checklists.
Updating Checklist Items
In order to update a Checklist click the Update Checklist button. This will take you to the Checklist where you
can see all Checklist items and their status. If you want complete or edit a Checklist item click on the
Checklist item and select the Edit Checklist Item option. This will take you to the edit Checklist page where
you can mark the item complete or make any needed changes to the item.

1. Click Checklist Item

Edit Checklist
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Archiving Checklists
At any time a user has the ability to archive a Checklist as a historic record of the completion. In addition, it is
possible to carry forward any of the Checklist items to the next Checklist to be completed by using the Carry
Forward checkbox.

Carry Forward
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Risk Assessment
The Risk Assessment tab displays any risk assessments for the vendor, and the status of any risk mitigation steps
that have been created from the plan. A Relationship Manager (or user with permissions) can upload a new
risk assessment by simply clicking the New Risk Assessment Button and either selecting a document from the
unassociated documents list or by uploading the assessment directly. Once a file is selected, comments must be
added and finally the OK button must be clicked to save and confirm.

Adding New Risk Mitigation Steps
Once a new Risk Assessment has been added a Relationship Manager or a user with proper permissions can
add new Risk Mitigation steps and assign those steps to users in the Passageways Portal.
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Contracts
The contracts tab allows a Relationship Manager to enter contracts for the vendor. To add a new contract
simply click the Add Contract button, enter the details of the contract, upload the contract, and then click OK to
confirm.

Add Contract

Upload Contract

Contract Dates

Pro Tip: Contract Dates
When setting the contract dates it is important to note the Renewal/Cancellation Date. This is the date
that the contract must be cancelled by. Contracts will often renew automatically on this date as well. So
Page | 16
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Documents
The Documents Tab shows you a complete list of all documents associated with the vendor. From here you can
view, edit, or delete existing documents or upload new documents related to the vendor. To view edit or delete
an existing document simply click on the document name and choose an option from the dropdown. To add a
new document click the Add Document button, enter in a name for your document, select the document to
upload, optionally choose an association and then click OK to confirm.
Add Document

Click to Edit, View, or Delete

Pro Tip: Adding Documents
When adding documents you can choose an Association Type. This will connect the document to the
respective vendor item. You can also choose No Association. This will simply upload the document to the
vendor and make it available for you to associate at a later time.
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Notifications
Perhaps the most important of all the tabs, the Notifications tab allows Relationship Managers to create and
edit Notifications. Notifications result in Alerts being sent to users reminding them about important items or
tasks related to this vendor. When adding a new notification you select a Notification type based on the nature of
your notification. You can also choose to associate the Notification with an item such as a contract file by using
the drop downs in the notification details area.
Add Notification

Edit Notification

Current Permissions
for this Vendor
Notification Details

Notification Recipients
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Notes
The notes tab is a simple text editor that allows individuals with proper permissions to add notes to the vendor.
These notes can be used for any purpose your organization sees fit.
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Working with the Browse Vendors Island
The Browse Vendors Island allows any user to view all of the vendors within the Vendor Management Module.
Users can only access basic vendor information from this island unless they are a Relationship Manager or
have been given permission to access additional vendor information (see the Managing Permissions section for
more details). This island is often used as a central location where all users can quickly and easily find basic
vendor information. To access a vendor snapshot or view all of the vendors of a category simply click on the
category link. This will open up the list of all the vendors within that category. Clicking on the link for any
vendor will take the user to that vendor’s snapshot.

Click Category

Open Snapshot
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Working with the My Vendors Island
The My Vendors Island is where Relationship Managers and other users who have special responsibilities
related to vendors can find their information in one condensed island. This Island displays only the vendor
information that the viewer has access to and is broken down into four tabs.

The My Vendors Tab
The first tab of the island lists each Vendor that the user is a Relationship Manager of. It also lets the viewer
know the Risk Classification, Review Date, and Checklist status for each vendor they manage.
From this island the viewer can click on the Vendor name to open the vendor’s snapshot and also allows the
viewer to click on the Checklist status to open. See the Working with the Vendor Snapshot section of this guide
for more details on Snapshot and Checklist options.
Open Snapshot

Open Checklist

The My Pending Checklist Items Tab
The second tab of the My Vendors Island shows the viewer the Checklist items that have yet to be completed for
the vendors that they are a Relationship Manager of. Clicking on the vendor name for any Checklist item
takes you directly to the Edit Checklist page where you are able to complete or edit the Checklist item.

Open Checklist Item
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The My Important Dates Tab
The third tab, the My Important Dates Tab displays any dates that the Relationship Manager should be aware
of for their vendors. Clicking on the Vendor name takes you directly to the vendor snapshot.
Open Snapshot

The My Risk Mitigation Steps Tab
The last tab of the My Vendors Island shows any user (not just Relationship Managers) the Risk Mitigation
Steps they have been assigned. Clicking on the step name takes you directly to edit or complete the Risk
Mitigation Step.

Open Risk Mitigation Step
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Important Module Properties
When setting up the Vendor Management Module it is important to familiarize yourself with all the Module
properties of the Module. There is one specific module property for Vendor Management that is important for
initial set up; ScorecardEnabled.

Module Properties

ScorecardEnabled
The ScorecardEnabled Module property controls whether or not your organization will be using a Scorecard
Questions to determine the Risk Classification for your vendors. Some organizations prefer to manually assign
risk classifications while other prefer to answer a series of questions to determine the Risk Classification. Your
organization will have to determine which method works best for you. For more information on the Scorecard
see the Core Vendor Management Module Concepts section of this guide.
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Vendor Management Module Tools
Portal administrators (or users given access) have the
ability to manage all the components of the Vendor
Management module. Each of the following sections
walks through the core module tools and how they are
used to build and edit the components of the Vendor
Management module.

Managing Vendor Categories
The Manage Categories Module tool is used to create, edit and delete vendor categories. When first opening
the tool you will see a list of all Vendor categories and core information about the category such as who the
Category Administrators are. For more information on Vendor Categories and Category Administrators see
the Core Vendor Management Concepts section of this guide.
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Adding a New Category
In order to create a new vendor simply click the Add Category button at the top of the page. Then enter your
Category name, followed by an optional description. You will then need to select the Category Administrators;
these can either be individual users and/or roles. Once selected and all other required data has been entered
click OK to confirm.

1. Add New Category

2. Enter Name

3. Select Administrators

4. Confirm and Save
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Editing or Deleting an Existing Category
If you need to edit the category or even delete a Vendor Category you can do so by clicking the dropdown that
appears next to a vendor when hovering your mouse near the vendor name.

1. Click Dropdown

Pro Tip: Deleting a Vendor Category
It is important to understand that when deleting a vendor category that all vendors of that category will no
longer have a category set for them. It is wise to change the category of any affected vendors BEFORE
deleting the vendor category.

2. Make Changes

3. Confirm and Save
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Managing Vendors
The Manage Vendors module tool is where Administrators can upload, create, edit, and delete vendors in the
Passageways Vendor Management module.
Add Vendor

Import Vendor

Search for Vendors

Access Snapshot or Dropdown
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Importing Vendors into Passageways Vendor Management
You can do a mass import of vendor information into the Passageways Vendor Management system. In order to
import the vendor information you will need to ensure that the file you upload is formatted correctly to accept
the vendor data. First click on the Import Vendors button at the top of to Manage Vendors page. This will take
you to the Import Page. On this page you will be able to download an example CSV file that will have the format
that the vendor information needs to be in when uploading. You can use this file a template in which to enter
your vendor data. Once the file has been populated with all the necessary data you may then browse out and
find the CSV file and import the vendor data.
Import CSV File

Template Download

Pro Tip: Required Fields for Importing Vendors
The following fields must be completed in order for the vendor to import properly: CATEGORY and
VENDOR NAME. It is also recommended that you enter the REVIEW DATE field as well.

Pro Tip: Importing Multiple Times
In order to avoid duplicate vendors it is important to not import the same vendor information multiple
times. The import does not recognize duplicates and will create new vendor profiles each time a vendor is
imported.
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Manually Creating a New Vendor
If you would like to manually enter a vendor’s information simply click the New Vendor button enter in the
Vendor Profile (some fields are required), Search Keywords, and Additional information on their respective tabs.
When finished, click the Add Vendor button at the bottom of the page to save and confirm. Also, note when
selecting a category for your vendor that you may only select from categories that you are an administrator of.

1. Add New Vendor

2. Populate Fields

3. Save and Confirm

Pro Tip: Populating Vendor Data
In order to populate all of the details of a vendor such as the Risk Classification, Contracts and other data
Page | 29
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Accessing the Vendor Snapshot
The Manage Vendors module tool allows you to quickly access a Vendor’s Snapshot in two ways. The first way is
to simply click on the Vendor’s name. The other is click the dropdown next to the Vendors name and select the
View Snapshot option as shown below.

Click Vendor Name

1. Click Dropdown

2. View Snapshot

Editing Core Vendor Details
If you would like to edit any of the core Vendor profile information you can do so by clicking the dropdown next
to the vendor name and then selecting the Edit Vendor option. This will take you to the vendor profile where you
can edit core information like the review date and vendor category.
1. Click Dropdown
2. Edit Vendor
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Deleting a Vendor
You can also delete a vendor from the Manage Vendors module tool by clicking the dropdown next to the vendor
name and then selecting the Delete Vendor option. It is important to remember that all vendor information is
deleted and is not recoverable. So make sure that you wish to completely delete the vendor when selecting this
option.
1. Click Dropdown
2. Delete Vendor

Pro Tip: Deactivating Vendors
Instead of deleting a vendor entirely you have the option to deactivate a vendor. This will keep the vendor
data in the Vendor Management module for future use in case a relationship is reestablished with the
vendor. To deactivate a vendor simply uncheck the Active checkbox found on the Edit Vendor profile
screen. See the Managing Vendors > Editing Core Vendor Details section of this guide for more details.
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Managing Relationship Managers
The Manage Relationship Managers module tool allows administrators to select Relationship Managers for
vendors in a quick and easy manner. Relationship Managers can be set by individual user or by role. In order
to set a Relationship Manager for a vendor click the dropdown arrow to bring up a list of available users and
roles. Then click the user or role you wish to make a Relationship Manager of a vendor(s). Once you have
selected a user or role a list selection tool with all vendors will appear allowing you to select which vendors the
user/role will be a Relationship Manager for. Once you have selected the appropriate vendor make sure to
click OK to save and confirm.

1. Click Dropdown

2. Click User/Role

c

3. Select Vendors

4. Confirm and Save
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Managing Permissions
The Manage Permissions module tool allows an adminstrator to grant a specific selection of vendor permissions
to users or roles they select. It is important to note that these pemissions are different than relationship
manager permissions in that the permissions granted through this tool are specific while being assigned as
Relationship Manager grants all of these (and more) pemrssions to the user.
There are three methods by which permission can be assigned: By User or Role, By Vendor, and By Permission.
Each method is described below and a master permissions list is also provided.
In order to select one of these options simply click the dropdown found on the Manage Permissions page and
select one of the three options.

1. Click Dropdown
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Manage By User or Role
This method of assigning permissions is useful when you want to take a specific user or role and assign specific
permissions to them for a specific vendor.
1. Click Dropdown & Select User/Role

2. Click Show By Vendor

3. Add a New Vendor Permission
Current Permissions

5. Click Add Vendor
4. Select Vendor from Dropdown

6. Select Permissions for Vendor

7. Confirm and Save
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Manage By Vendor
This method of assigning is useful when you want to look at all of the users/roles that have special permssions to
a specific vendor.
1. Click Dropdown & Select Vendor

2. Click Show By User

3. Add a New User Permission to Vendor
Current Permissions

5. Click Add User/Role
4. Select User/Role from Dropdown

6. Select Permissions for User/Role

7. Confirm and Save
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Manage By Permission
This method is used when you wish to see which users/roles or which vendors have specific permissions assigned
to them.
1. Click Dropdown & Select Permission

2. Click Show By User

3. Add a New User Permission to Vendor
Current Permissions

5. Click Add User/Role
4. Select User/Role from Dropdown

6. Select Vendors

7. Confirm and Save
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Other Permission Options
In addition to the methods of viewing and changing permissions shown earlier in this section, there are three
other methods of viewing permissions when making changes. When selecting a type of permission to modify by;
By User/Role, By Vendor, or By Permission there is a second option for how the permissions are displayed. These
alternate viewing options are handy for when you wish to display permission information in a different format
for easier viewing.

1. By User/Role

2. Show by Permission

1. By Vendor

2. Show by Permission

1. By Permission

2. Show by Vendor
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Permissions List
Permission Name Allowed Action
Add Assessment
User can enter and edit a risk assessment
via the risk assessment tab on the vendor
snapshot.
Add Contract

User has the ability to add contracts to
the vendor from the Contracts tab on the
vendor snapshot.

Administrate
Documents

User has the ability to add documents to
a vendor and associate those documents
with other elements of the vendor.
Performed from the Documents tab on
the vendor snapshot.
User has the ability to assign a risk
classification from the Edit Risk
classification on the vendor snapshot.

Assign Risk
Classifications

Edit Profile
Information

Update Checklist

View Full Snapshot

The user may edit any profile information
for the vendor from either the snapshot
or the Manage Vendors module tool.
(Must be granted access to the Manage
Vendors Module tool by a Portal
Administrator)
The user can update checklist items for a
vendor from the Checklist tab on the
vendor snapshot.
User sees the entire snapshot including
the relationship items at the bottom of
the vendor snapshot.

Notes
See the Core Vendor Management
Module Concepts and the Working with
the Vendor Snapshot sections of this guide
for more details.
See the Core Vendor Management
Module Concepts and the Working with
the Vendor Snapshot sections of this guide
for more details.
See the Core Vendor Management
Module Concepts and the Working with
the Vendor Snapshot sections of this guide
for more details.
See the Core Vendor Management
Module Concepts and the Working with
the Vendor Snapshot sections of this guide
for more details.
See the Core Vendor Management
Module Concepts and the Working with
the Vendor Snapshot sections of this guide
for more details.

See the Core Vendor Management
Module Concepts and the Working with
the Vendor Snapshot sections of this guide
for more details.
See the Core Vendor Management
Module Concepts and the Working with
the Vendor Snapshot sections of this guide
for more details.
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Managing Vendor Fields
The Manage Vendor Fields module tool allows administrators to create new Vendor Profile fields (aka Custom
Fields) to capture information about the vendors that is not covered in the standard vendor profile. It is
important to note, when a vendor field is created using this tool that the created field will appear on all Vendor
profiles.

Adding a New Vendor Field
You can add new vendor field by selecting the New Field button at the top of the Manage Vendor Fields page.
From there you will want to select the type of field you wish to use. There are fourteen types to choose from so
make sure to select the field type that will most accurately capture the information needed for the vendor. After
you have chosen a field type click the Select Field Type button. Then you will need to enter the field details
including the field name and any other field specifications you desire. Finish by clicking ok to confirm and save.
1. Click New Field
3. Click Select Field Type

2. Select Field Type

4. Enter Field Name and Details

5. Confirm andPage
Save
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Editing a Vendor Field
If you would like to edit a Vendor field you can do so by clicking the dropdown next to the Field name and then
selecting the Edit Custom Field option. This will take you to the edit field screen where you can edit details of
the vendor field

1. Click Dropdown
2. Edit Vendor

Deleting a Vendor Field
You can also delete a vendor field from the Manage Vendors module tool by clicking the dropdown next to the
vendor field name and then selecting the Delete Custom Field option. It is important to remember that all
vendor field information is deleted and is not recoverable. So make sure that you wish to completely delete the
field when selecting this option.
1. Click Dropdown
2. Delete Field
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Managing Risk Classifications
The Manage Risk Classification module tool allows administrators the ability to set up, edit and delete risk
classifications for vendors. In addition, this tool allows for the creation of Checklists for each risk classification
entered.

Adding a New Risk Classification
In order to add a new risk classification simply click the New Risk Classification button. This will take you to the
creation screen where you enter the Classification name, description, and Minimum and Maximum point values
for the classification (if Scorecards are enabled).

1. New Classification

2. Enter Name and Description

3. Enter Scorecard Range (If Enabled)

4. Save and Confirm
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Editing a Risk Classification
If at any time you wish to edit the details of a risk classification simply click the dropdown next to the risk
classifications name and select the Edit Risk Classification option.
1. Click Dropdown

2. Edit Risk Classification

3. Edit Details

4. Save and Confirm

Pro Tip: Point Values of Risk Classifications
If you are using scorecard questions to determine your vendor risk classifications it is important that all
possible ranges are covered by your risk classifications. When setting up (or editing) your point values
make sure that minimum and maximum values correspond with the other risk classifications’ point ranges
so you do not have any “point gaps” that are not covered. If any gaps exist you will see a message on the
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Adding or Editing Checklist items for a Risk Classification
A Checklist can be added for each risk classification by clicking the dropdown next to the risk classifications
name and select the Edit Checklist option. This will take you to the edit Checklist screen where you can add
new Checklist items or edit existing items.
1. Click Dropdown

2. Edit Checklist

Adding a Checklist Item
To add a new Checklist item click the Add Button in the upper left hand corner of the page. Next enter the
name of the Checklist item followed by the description of the task to be completed. There are also two
checkboxes at the bottom of the page that “Is Checklist Item Required” and “Is Document Upload Required”. The
checkboxes are useful to ensure that users complete the Checklist items for the vendor at the time of review.
Click the Add button to save and confirm.
1. Add Checklist Item

2. Enter Name & Description

3. Select Requirements
4. Save and Confirm
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Deleting a Risk Classification
If at any point you wish to completely remove a risk classification you can do so by clicking the dropdown next to
the classification name and then clicking the Delete Risk Classification option. It is important to note that
deleting a risk classification will delete the Checklist associated with the classification and all active Checklist
items will be lost.

1. Click Dropdown

2. Edit Checklist
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Managing Scorecard Templates
If your organization decides to use Scorecards to determine the risk classifications for your vendors the Manage
Scorecard Templates module tool is where you can import, export, create, edit and delete Scorecard questions.
Several example questions are shown in the screenshot below for your convenience.
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Creating New Scorecard Questions
You can easily add new scorcecard questions by clicking the New Scorecard Question button and then following
the steps shown below.

1. Click New Question

2. Enter Question Text

3. Save Question

4. Add Answers

5. Click Add New Answer

6. Enter Answer Text and Weight
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Editing Existing Scorecard Questions
To edit a Scorecard question simply click the dropdown next to the question text and then select the Edit
Question option.
1. Click Dropdown

2. Edit Checklist

Importing a Scorecard Template
It is possible to import Scorecard questions into the vendor management module. Passageways can provide you
with an XML file containing the example questions shown at the beginning of this section. Simply click the
Import Template Button, choose the XML file and then click ok to upload the questions.
1. Import Template

2. Choose File

3. Save and Confirm

Exporting a Scorecard Template
If you would like to export the existing Scorecard to an xml file you can do so by simply clicking the Export
Template button. This will automatically download an XML file containing the Scorecard.
Export Template
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Working with Vendor Management Reports
The Vendor management reports give you the option to utilize several of the preconfigured reports or to build
your own customer reports.

Understanding Filter Comparers
The Vendor Management reports allow a variety of filter options depending on which report type you are
working with. Each of these filters allow you to select a comparer and these comparers are used to determine
how the filter functions in your report.
One of the easiest ways to understand how Comparers function with your filters is to form a rough sting or
sentence using them. Use the format: Filter Name – Comparer – Determinant. An example would be: Vendor
Category - Is - Payroll Companies. And if we were to build a sentence with this it would look like this: Please
filter by the vendor category where the vendor category is equal to Payroll companies.

Is
The Is comparer basically means “equals”. This comparer allows the selection of a single item and allows the
filter to pull data equal to the selected item.
Example: Vendor Category - Is - Payroll Companies

Is Not
This comparer will filter everything but the selected item. This comparer allows the selection of a single item and
allows the filter to pull all data aside from the selected item.
Example: Vendor Category – Is Not – IT Hardware

In
The IN comparer is similar to the Is comparer except it allows for the selection of multiple determinates and will
pull up all items within the selected items.
Example: Vendor by relationship Manager – In – Nathan Deno/Anne Wertz

Like
The Like comparer is used along with a text box to find data that is similar to the information entered into the
text box.
Example: Document Name – Like – 2014 Contract

Not Like
The Not Like comparer is used along with a text box to exclude data that is similar to the information entered
into the text box.
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Example:

After
This comparer is used in conjunction with a selected date to pull any data items that have an associated date that
falls after the date selected.
Example: Checklist Start Date – After – 6/3/2013

Before
This comparer is used in conjunction with a selected date to pull any data items that have an associated date that
falls before the date selected.
Example: Risk Assessment Date – Before – 11/11/2012

Has
The Has comparer is coupled with a dropdown that allows the selection of a single data item/determinant. This
allows the filter to remove all items except the ones that contain the selection.
Example: Document Association Type – Has – Contract

Has Not
The Has Not comparer is coupled with a dropdown that allows the selection of a single data item. This allows the
filter to remove all items but those that do not have the selected item.
Example: Document Association Type – Has Not – Risk Assessment

Has Any
This is similar to the Has comparer except that it allows you to select multiple data items/determinants. This
allows the filter to remove all items except the ones that contain the selection.
Example: Vendor By Notification Type – Has Any – Contract/Document

Has None
This is similar to the Has Not comparer except that it allows you to select multiple data items. This allows the
filter to remove all items except those that do not have the selected item.
Example: Vendor By Notification Type – Has None – Checklist Item/Miscellaneous
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Vendor Summary Report
The vendor summary report has several pregenerated reports that are described below but the real power of the
vendor summary report is its ability to build custom reports. This feature allows you to select the columns of
data that you wish to pull and then filter those columns down. A list and description of each column and each
filter is provided below to make building your own custom reports easier.

V4.3 Vendor Summary Report
This reports displays general information about all vendors in the Passageways vendor management system. The
data displayed is: Vendor Name, Vendor Category, Risk Classification, Checklist Status, Contract Summary, Next
Vendor Review Notification, Relationship Manager, and Additional Notes.

Vendor Assessment Report
The Vendor Assessment Report pulls data on the risk classification and Assessment. This is useful to see which
vendors have had a risk assessment uploaded for them and the current status of mitigation steps. The data
displayed is: Vendor Category, Risk Classification, Risk Assessment, and Mitigation Step Status.

Incomplete Checklist Report
This report shows each vendor that either doesn’t have a checklist or the checklist is incomplete. It also displays
the status of the checklist and the relationship managers for each one of those vendors.

Vendor Contact Report
This report pulls all contact information for all vendors.

Vendors with no Review Notification
This report pulls all vendors that do not have any notifications that are associated with the vendor’s review date.

Vendors with no Contract Notification
This report pulls all vendors do not have any notifications that are associated with a contract.

Incomplete Risk Assessment
This report pulls all vendors that do not have a Risk Assessment added to the vendor yet.
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Columns
Data/Field
Additional Notes
Archived Checklist Documents
Checklist Documents
Checklist Start Date
Checklist Status
Contact Information
Contract Documents
Contract Summary
Document Summary
Mitigation Step Documents
Mitigation Step Status
Next Vendor Review Notification
Notification Summary
Relationship Manager
Risk Assessment
Risk Assessment Documents
Risk Classification
Unassociated Documents
Vendor Address
Vendor Category
Vendor Documents
Vendor Name

Description
Displays all notes entered into the notes tab on the vendor snapshot
Document Names uploaded to a checklist that has been archived
Document Names uploaded to a checklist item
The date the checklist was started. Will show 1/1/0001 12:00:00 AM if one has
not been started for the vendor
Shows how many checklist items remain incomplete for the vendor
Lists all contacts entered for the vendor
Shows all document names that are associated with vendor contracts
Shows a list of all contracts entered for the vendor
Lists how many documents have been uploaded to the vendor
Lists any document names that have been uploaded to risk mitigation steps
Shows the current status of risk mitigation steps for the vendor
Date and time of when the next vendor review notification is to post
Lists how many notifications are set for the vendor
Lists all relationship managers for the vendor (roles and users)
The date that the risk assessment was added to the vendor
Documents that have been uploaded to risk assessment steps
The risk classification assigned to the vendor
Documents uploaded to the vendor (from the documents tab on the snapshot)
that have not been associated with any other vendor items
The address shown on the Vendor Information tab of the vendor snapshot
The category the vendor is listed in
Documents uploaded for the vendor
Name entered for the vendor

Filters
Filter Name
Vendor Active
Vendor Category
Vendor Checklist Start Date
Vendor Checklist Status
Vendor by Document Association Type
Vendor by Document Name
Vendor Mitigation Step Status
Vendor Name
Vendor by Notification Type
Vendor by Relationship Manager
Vendor Risk Assessment Date
Vendor Risk Classification

Description
Filtration by only active vendors (Is)
Filtration by vendor category (In , Is, Is Not)
Filtration based on checklist start date (Before or After)
Filtration by checklist status: Not Started, In Progress, Completed (In,
Is, Is Not)
(Has, Has Not, Has Any, Has None)
Filtration by document name entered in text (Like, Not Like)
Filtration by mitigation step status: Not Started, In Progress, Completed
(In, Is, Is Not)
Filtration by name entered in text (Like)
(Has, Has Not, Has Any, Has None)
Filtration by relationship manager (In , Is, Is Not)
Filtration based on risk assessment date (Before or After)
Filtration by risk classification (In , Is, Is Not)
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Scorecard Report
The scorecard report pulls each vendor that has had the scorecard questions answered for them. The report
displays the following pieces of information: Vendor Name, Vendor Category, Scorecard Questions, Scorecard
Answers, Score, and Risk Category.

Vendor Permissions Report
The vendor permissions report is a handy report that allows you to see which users have which permissions with
vendors. When building this report you are able to select how you want the report to appear. The report will be
structured like a spreadsheet allowing you to select which information is in the columns, rows, and cells. The
report can display three pieces of information for creating your report; users/roles, vendors, and permissions.
This report can also be exported conveniently into a CSV format for easy manipulation.

Contract Report
The contract report allows you to build custom reports from information related to contracts. A list and
description of each column and each filter is provided below to make building your own custom reports easier.
Column Name
Contract Name
Contract Value
Date Signed
Documents
Expiration Date
Frequency
Notification
Renewal Cancellation Date
Vendor Category
Vendor Name

Description
The name that was entered in for the contract.
The Dollar value that was entered for the contract.
The date that was entered in for when the contract was signed.
Pulls the document uploaded to the contract
The date the contract expires
The frequency at which the contract renews
Displays date of notifications that are associated to the contract
The date that the contract must be renewed or cancelled by

Filter Name
Checklist Comments
Checklist Item Name
Checklist Item Status
Vendor Active
Vendor by Document Association Type
Vendor by Document Name
Vendor by Notification Type
Vendor by Relationship Manager
Vendor Category
Vendor Checklist Start Date

Description
Filtration based on checklist comments (Like, Not Like)
Filtration based on checklist item name (Like, Not Like)
Filtration by item status (In , Is, Is Not)

The category the vendor is listed in
Name entered for the vendor

Filtration by only active vendors (Is)
(Has, Has Not, Has Any, Has None)
Filtration by document name entered in text (Like, Not Like)
(Has, Has Not, Has Any, Has None)
Filtration by relationship manager (In , Is, Is Not)
Filtration by vendor category (In , Is, Is Not)
Filtration based on checklist start date (Before or After)
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Vendor Checklist Status
Vendor Mitigation Step Status
Vendor Name
Vendor Risk Assessment Date
Vendor Risk Classification

Filtration by checklist status: Not Started, In Progress, Completed (In,
Is, Is Not)
Filtration by mitigation step status: Not Started, In Progress, Completed
(In, Is, Is Not)
Filtration by name entered in text (Like)
Filtration based on risk assessment date (Before or After)
Filtration by risk classification (In , Is, Is Not)

Vendor Additional Information Report
The vendor additional information report allows you to build custom reports related to vendor custom fields.
The report automatically pulls all custom fields but you can use the filters to narrow down the specific
information you are looking for. A list and description of each filter is provided below to make building your own
custom reports easier.
Filter Name
Vendor Active
Vendor by Document Association Type
Vendor by Document Name
Vendor by Notification Type
Vendor by Relationship Manager
Vendor Category
Vendor Checklist Start Date
Vendor Checklist Status
Vendor Mitigation Step Status
Vendor Name
Vendor Risk Assessment Date
Vendor Risk Classification

Description
Filtration by only active vendors (Is)
(Has, Has Not, Has Any, Has None)
Filtration by document name entered in text (Like, Not Like)
(Has, Has Not, Has Any, Has None)
Filtration by relationship manager (In , Is, Is Not)
Filtration by vendor category (In , Is, Is Not)
Filtration based on checklist start date (Before or After)
Filtration by checklist status: Not Started, In Progress, Completed (In,
Is, Is Not)
Filtration by mitigation step status: Not Started, In Progress, Completed
(In, Is, Is Not)
Filtration by name entered in text (Like)
Filtration based on risk assessment date (Before or After)
Filtration by risk classification (In , Is, Is Not)
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Notification Report
The notifications report has a single pregenerated report and also allows you to build custom reports to pull
notification information. A list and description of each column and each filter is provided below to make
building your own custom reports easier.

Past Notifications Report
The past notifications report is a pregenerated report that pulls all previous notifications that have executed.
Column Name
Associated Item
Deleted
Next Occurrence Date
Notification Type
Recipients
Subject
Vendor

Description
The specific item associated to the notification (contract, vendor, etc.)
Has the notification been deleted? (Yes, No)
The date that the next notification will occur
The type of notification (Contract, vendor, miscellaneous, etc.)
The users/roles that will receive the notification
The texted entered for the subject of the notification
Name entered for the vendor

Filter Name
Next Notification Occurrence
Notification Deleted
Notification Recipients

Description
Filtration based on next notification date (Before or After)
Filtration by deleted status (Is) (Yes, No)
Filtration by users/roles that will receive the notification (Like, Not

Like) (Entered Text: “Asher Lucas” for example)
Notification Subject
Notification Type
Vendor Active
Vendor by Document Association Type
Vendor by Document Name
Vendor by Notification Type
Vendor by Relationship Manager
Vendor Category
Vendor Checklist Start Date
Vendor Checklist Status
Vendor Mitigation Step Status
Vendor Name
Vendor Risk Assessment Date
Vendor Risk Classification

Filtration by Notification Subject (Like, Not Like) (Entered Text:
“Renewal Reminder” for example.
Filtration by notification type (In , Is, Is Not)
Filtration by only active vendors (Is)
(Has, Has Not, Has Any, Has None)
Filtration by document name entered in text (Like, Not Like)
(Has, Has Not, Has Any, Has None)
Filtration by relationship manager (In , Is, Is Not)
Filtration by vendor category (In , Is, Is Not)
Filtration based on checklist start date (Before or After)
Filtration by checklist status: Not Started, In Progress, Completed (In,
Is, Is Not)
Filtration by mitigation step status: Not Started, In Progress, Completed
(In, Is, Is Not)
Filtration by name entered in text (Like)
Filtration based on risk assessment date (Before or After)
Filtration by risk classification (In , Is, Is Not)
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Checklist Item Report
The checklist item report allows you to build custom reports containing information on the checklist items. A list
and description of each column and each filter is provided below to make building your own custom reports
easier.
Column Name
Attachments
Checklist Item Name
Comments
Status
Vendor Name

Description
Attachments that have been added to checklist items
The name entered for the checklist item
Comments added to the checklist item
The current status of the checklist item

Filter Name
Checklist Comments
Checklist Item Name
Checklist Item Status
Vendor Active
Vendor by Document Association Type
Vendor by Document Name
Vendor by Notification Type
Vendor by Relationship Manager
Vendor Category
Vendor Checklist Start Date
Vendor Checklist Status

Description
Filtration by Checklist comments (Like, Not Like) (Text entered)
Filtration by Checklist Item Name (Like, Not Like) (Text entered)
Filtration by Checklist Item Status (In , Is, Is Not)

Vendor Mitigation Step Status
Vendor Name
Vendor Risk Assessment Date
Vendor Risk Classification

Name entered for the vendor

Filtration by only active vendors (Is)
(Has, Has Not, Has Any, Has None)
Filtration by document name entered in text (Like, Not Like)
(Has, Has Not, Has Any, Has None)
Filtration by relationship manager (In , Is, Is Not)
Filtration by vendor category (In , Is, Is Not)
Filtration based on checklist start date (Before or After)
Filtration by checklist status: Not Started, In Progress, Completed (In,
Is, Is Not)
Filtration by mitigation step status: Not Started, In Progress, Completed
(In, Is, Is Not)
Filtration by name entered in text (Like)
Filtration based on risk assessment date (Before or After)
Filtration by risk classification (In , Is, Is Not)
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Document Report
The document report allows you to build custom reports on document information. A list and description of
each column and each filter is provided below to make building your own custom reports easier.
Column Name
Associated Item
Association Type
File Name
File Size
Friendly Name
Vendor

Description
The item that the document is associated with
The type of association the document has
The actual file name of the document
Size of the file in KBs (two decimal points: 271.29 for example)
Text entered for the document’s friendly name

Filter Name
Document Association Type
Document Friendly Name
Vendor Active
Vendor by Document Association Type
Vendor by Document Name
Vendor by Notification Type
Vendor by Relationship Manager
Vendor Category
Vendor Checklist Start Date
Vendor Checklist Status

Description
Filtration by document association type (In , Is, Is Not)
Filtration by document friendly name (Like, Not Like)

Vendor Mitigation Step Status
Vendor Name
Vendor Risk Assessment Date
Vendor Risk Classification

Name entered for the vendor

Filtration by only active vendors (Is)
(Has, Has Not, Has Any, Has None)
Filtration by document name entered in text (Like, Not Like)
(Has, Has Not, Has Any, Has None)
Filtration by relationship manager (In , Is, Is Not)
Filtration by vendor category (In , Is, Is Not)
Filtration based on checklist start date (Before or After)
Filtration by checklist status: Not Started, In Progress, Completed (In,
Is, Is Not)
Filtration by mitigation step status: Not Started, In Progress, Completed
(In, Is, Is Not)
Filtration by name entered in text (Like)
Filtration based on risk assessment date (Before or After)
Filtration by risk classification (In , Is, Is Not)
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Take Note!
Information in this document, including URL and other Internet Web Site references, is subject to change
without notice. Unless otherwise noted, the example companies, organizations, products, domain names, e-mail
addresses, logos, people, places, and events depicted herein are fictitious, and no association with any real
company, organization, product, domain name, e-mail address, logo, person, place, or event is intended or
should be inferred. Complying with all applicable copyright laws is the responsibility of the user. Without
limiting the rights under copyright, no part of this document may be reproduced, stored in or introduced into a
retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means (electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording,
or otherwise), or for any purpose, without the express written permission of Passageways, LLC.
© 2014 Passageways, LLC. All rights reserved.
The names of actual companies and products mentioned herein may be the trademarks of their respective
owners.
Last Updated December 30th 2014
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